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Purposes of the presentation

The purposes of this presentation are:

�to outline how decentralised water services can be delivered 
to greenfield developments using a Community Water Company

�to overview the processes and problems in establishing a 
community water company on the Sunshine Coast and indicate 
some of the benefits that can accrue to regional communities by 
community water company on the Sunshine Coast and indicate 
some of the benefits that can accrue to regional communities by 
reducing dependence on centralised water services by 
establishing a community based entity, using Ridges at Peregian 
Springs as a case example

�to demonstrate how a Climate Change Adaptive Urban 
Development (CCAUD) approach can be used to assure that 
community based water services are sustainable.



Ridges at Peregian Springs

Ridges at Peregian 

Springs



The Project

�Ridges at Peregian Springs is a ‘greenfield-site’ on the Sunshine 
Coast 

�The project  has been designed to accommodate urban 
development that is to be characterised by delivering 
sustainable water services through a decentralised Climate sustainable water services through a decentralised Climate 
Change Adapted Urban Development (CCAUD) approach

�The Ridges CCAUD Project is initially planned  to have some 
1400 dwellings. 



What does CCAUD cover?

�application of climate proofing

�additionality in infrastructure sizing

�diversification of supply sources

�diversification of demand sources

co-location at the demand point of water services � co-location at the demand point of water services 

infrastructure

� renewable energy production

�biodiversity-friendly carbon sinks

�delivery sourced from local/regional expertise and labour



The Community Water Company

�The Community Water Ltd (CWL) was created on 30 July 2010 

under the project management of RDA Sunshine Coast 

�The CWC has a positive and ‘radical’ vision to provide safe, �The CWC has a positive and ‘radical’ vision to provide safe, 

affordable and sustainable water services for regional 

Sunshine Coast communities.



�CWL aims to provide a decentralised locality-based solution to 

the water needs of the Peregian Springs community. 

�As such, this project directly addresses potential future water 

supply shortages due to prolonged drought and a reduction on supply shortages due to prolonged drought and a reduction on 

reliance on traditional centralised dam water supplies



�CWL is an unlisted public company that has the capacity to 

operate in the commercial environment 

�provides for integrity in financial reporting, timely and 

balanced disclosures and respect for the rights of shareholders 

and customers

� recognises and manages risks, engages in responsible and � recognises and manages risks, engages in responsible and 

ethical decision making, and 

�provides for solid foundations with respect to the 

management and oversight of its business planning and 

operations. 



The Paradigm Shift: Decentralised The Paradigm Shift: Decentralised 

Water Supply?Water Supply?

�Traditional centralised infrastructure

�Dams

�Desalination plants

�Big water grids, energy intensive pumping

�Sewage treatment plants�Sewage treatment plants

�Waste water recycling plants

�Decentralised water infrastructure

�Community roof-top rainwater harvesting into tanks

�Stormwater harvesting

�Community water mining and recycling



Australian examples
� Payne Road, The Gap, Brisbane (22 lots)

�Household tanks connected to community tanks

� Filtered and UV sterilised

�Use of grey water for irrigation

� Anticipated reduction of mains water use by 60% 

� Warrnambool, Victoria (142 lots)

� Roofwater harvesting, piped to local reservoir� Roofwater harvesting, piped to local reservoir

� 76% demand reduction expected 

� Coomera, Gold Coast (46,000 houses)

�District waste water recycling, redistributed for toilet, laundry, external

�Household rainwater tanks

� Homebush Bay, Sydney (2,000 houses)

�Water mining

� Toilet flush, laundry and outdoor use

� 50% reduction on mains water demand



Addressing
the

Focusing Questions



The Focusing Questions

1. What were the governmental and governance contexts that 
gave rise or impetus to the proposal to establish a 
community water company?

2. What bureaucratic obstacles needed to be overcome or 
bypassed to allow the project proposal to move forward 
within a governmental context (Federal, State, SCRC)?within a governmental context (Federal, State, SCRC)?

3. What political obstacles were placed in the project’s path 
and how were they bypassed in order to establish the 
community water company as a corporate entity?

4. What community underpinning does the concept and the 
entity have in the project area and the wider region?

5. How have the benefits been quantified and communicated 
to the communities of space and interest?



Governmental and governance contexts 

that gave rise or impetus to the proposal?

�Restructuring water industry by the State government 

following the millennium drought

�Opportunity offered for innovative development in high 

population growth regionpopulation growth region

�In 2006, Council willingness to be the project proponent

�Private sector development company willing to come on 

board as industry partner

�Community call for local action on climate change



What bureaucratic obstacles needed to be What bureaucratic obstacles needed to be 

overcome or bypassed to allow the project overcome or bypassed to allow the project 

proposal to move forward?proposal to move forward?

�Entrenched BAU water engineering philosophy and practices

�Lack of understanding of urgency to address the impacts of 

changing climatic conditions on water supply and demand at the 

community levelcommunity level

�Dominance of the conventional economics (“waternomics”) 

paradigm in perpetuating centralised water systems

�Unwillingness of Council officers to seriously consider 

alternatives to BAU solutions.

�Seen by officers as ‘experimental’. Demanded back-up BAU 

infrastructure. Distorted the cost efficiencies.



What political obstacles were placed in the project’s What political obstacles were placed in the project’s 

path and how were they either bypassedpath and how were they either bypassed?

OBSTACLES

�Securing federal funding

�Internal political friction between elected Council members resulted in 

near fatal delays

�Aligning political cycles, parties and policies across levels of government 

towards innovative decentralised solutions to meeting threats to urban 

residential water servicesresidential water services

BYPASSES

�Election of federal govt supportive of implementing climate change 

adaptation policies and projects – provided incentive funding

�Commissioning of independent studies on infrastructure, social, 

biophysical, economic and financial sustainability

�Project management shifted from Council to RDASC to unlisted public 

company under community control.



What community underpinning does What community underpinning does 

the concept and the entity have?the concept and the entity have?
Grassroots support from community members concerned 

about:

�the possibility of augmenting centralised water supplies with an 

expensive and unsustainable desalination plant

�lack of transparency on the price of bulk water and the impending �lack of transparency on the price of bulk water and the impending 

increase in charges for water services

�water security in times of drought and the potential adverse impact on 

human health and urban amenity from water shortages

�broader context of cost of living increases e.g. energy, petrol, food, 

urban services

�erosion of confidence in their elected representatives and systems of 

governance around water



How have the benefits been quantified How have the benefits been quantified 

and communicatedand communicated

�Independent engineering, economic, financial and sustainability 

assessments

�Production of public documents

�Communication of concepts and findings of investigations through �Communication of concepts and findings of investigations through 

media, professional journals and summits, industry publications, 

websites etc

�Participation in professional conferences and public fora

�Face to face discussion with community and residents’ groups

�Community Water Campaign at weekend farmers’ markets



Benefits of a CWC

�Demonstrates how governments may defer the need to 
augment existing supplies from new dams and desalination 
plants.

�Community based decentralised water services can help to 
provide greater regional resilience to water shortages due to provide greater regional resilience to water shortages due to 
changing climatic conditions. 

�Add to the suite of water technologies available to 
governments and developers and provide a viable alternative 
to the high cost and carbon footprint of desalination 
technology.



Questions?
Further information:

Councillor Debbie Blumel

Sunshine Coast Regional Council
Debbie.Blumel@sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au

oror
Associate Professor Peter Waterman   

Faculty of Science, Health & Education
University of the Sunshine Coast

Peter.Waterman@usc.edu.au 


